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Livermore lab debate
UC President David Gardner has
recommended that the UC system sh )uld
continue to operate nuclear labs. Pag e 6
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Bobby Blackmon outreached the

China gave a grant to the Southern C ilifornia
school to send professors to their co Intry.

Tiger defense for one of his four
catches of the night.
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Newly named athletic director Thomas Brennan
spoke for the first time at SJSU Friday. Among
other things, Brennan said he is "proud to be a
Spartan."
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KSJS Top five list
The campus station ranks the hottest songs jazz
and post-modern songs . Page
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Weather
Mostly sunny. with scattered
clouds. Highs in the low gOs
with overnight lows in the 50s.
National Weather Service
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U.S. called ’imperialistic’ in Gulf crisis

Political science major Michael Escobar. right. giv es
mechanical engineer Das id

Wald his %joss on the Persian
Gulf situation. %ad(l is a former 5.151 student.

By Adam Steinhauer
Daily staff writer
"Imperialistic" and "hypocritical" was how a group of speakers
characterized U.S. involvement in.
the Middle East before noontime
and evening crowds Thursday in
the Student t Intim Ballroom.
The 155(1 disciissions. organized
by the Ad Hoc Committee to
Oppose t .S. Intervention in the
Mideast. presented the s leo. of
Arab-Americans. Military veterans
and religious groups opposed to
the military
"From.. .my few conversations
with students at San Jose State. I
think that there is deep suspicion
among students over the 1 III1Ctl
Stales motives.- said Rick Ii
of the Santa (M, ,hapter ii Veto

ans of Foreign Vs ii
Trujillo said that he attended
SJSU before being drafted in 1%5
and served as an Arm\ officer in
1965.
He warned the largely draft -age
audience. "I’ve been around the
officers’ camps and the headquarters and I know how these officers
think and what kind of individuals
they are: Very. very sick individuals."
More than SO attended the noon
session and another 1(10 were at
the evening session.
Several of the speakers contrasted the United Siaws’ response to
Iraq’s invasion of Kim alt 10 the
I Mite(’ States’ tie:omen’ if Israel.
-George Bush has said that lie

Campus Slammin’ and ammin’
bicycle
policy
enforced

See (ALF. page 3

Leland Altschuler
.%ssislant I. filed States:rum-nes

Prosecution
wants fine, jail
for Balgooyen

1iik

l5 i4ran (.old
Daily stay 0,,,ter
The prosectimin against T)omas
Ba le ooy en. vs ho ssis l.:0111:11:1C4.1
.11111C S of Federal Fish :Intl Wildlife
Law violations. %% ill ix:Wiest Thursday lhat the SJSt Iviology proWssiir
serve tune ill prison and pay a minimum line of S100.(00. lialgooyen
ill he sentenced :it the San Jose
Ninth t .S I)istriet Couithousc
nualmia
;it :am.
mied Slates -Wortley
Leland It Aliscludel owls’ III .1
sentencing menuwanduni ieleased
crn_
Friday afternoon. "ow
men’’, position ’hal 120,11. 01 speed ic piton...Innen’ and getti:ral deterrence vv ill he served i,uily by ibe
ot
substantial eustody
months and a sit -I ’gine line.\ sentencing Menkiiandliiii is a
thueuilient publislieul by the pri,,e
Vt hal It belies es Is

Oeampo - Daily staff photographer
Forget ir Jordan. I ’arl Ktm does mune
g and jamming oithiail his feel eser lea % Mg

liirStates new unity with Sy n
dan and other Middle -Eastern
countries who were considered
enenlles and supporters of terrorism before the invasion of Kuwait.
"The players on the chessboard
are not only moving very fast."
Asher said. "They are also changing from black to white."
Ann Barhoum. president of
Najda. Women Concerned About
the Middle East. spoke about the
affect of oil on U.S. foreign policy:
"Since Theodore Roosevelt. the
U.S. has made its thirst or oil the
foreign policy in the Middle East
with tlw exception of its policy
towards Israel."
Said Salem: "Do events in Mid -

’lie, cultivated a maiden vvheir inesponsthle and willlid violations jhnnished. If anyone shouhl have known
better, he shouhr

Illegally parked bikes
seized by police
I iii Mc nisi time this seinestel..1
Ivicycle was impounded by the Uni
versity- Police 1)er:whiten’ for being
improperly pastel.
Aeciiiiling to the 111’1) with!)
vommander’s be. officer (Henn
Young impounded the luny be ii
front t,i Vvatilitinst Library ’iiiii
Tuestlav. Ile also
other bicycles that wet,: mink keit
on the lawn outside the library
-1111e 51cle invounded as lotind
pri Teo .
!bey.. les not parked in racks vio
late a mortis policy. that was
issued last scillesler
-1111, iei1.s is 111C 111101111011 or IN:
!kis:dollen! to
entoice the law.- ( ’Pl) spokesman
khald \. Shiley said. -11wie has
been more than adequate pm
of 11111C since signs were pasted
1141%5C5Cr. soffit* s11.1(lellts 1.,,111,1c1
11 111C pohl’y Is Iveing enlorced iii
ly.
"They shoulcIn’t he going mound
taking them. Why Like
some and not others." N.1111 JC.111
( asalegno. a gratin:fie student in
libiary science.
I PI) I i Shannon Alalimey said
bit , Ic 15,11,,
elI ’I einem
isn’t the highest imolity
"An olliv-er responding to an
almin Is 111)1 I21111112 lo Stoll
11111101111d .1 hike.. 1,111,11C
-Ilk’ (Mite’s (14) liii hiss 11.0C
C1,111 C1111/11.isis is 10
do. .111,1 then
keep 111C (.1111imis se( 1111
I he SJSI hicyx le policy also
v ampus between
poiliihits
7 a Iii and iii p.m. Monday
thiough I 141:1. Sk:11ellnaltls. roller
skates and other similat devices are
not allowed at :inv nine.

Iraqi invasion of Kuwait is an ’act
of naked aggression’." said Yousef
Salem. public and media chairman
for the United Muslims of America. "I wonder what term George
Bush would use to describe Israeli
soldiers who heat pregnant Arab
wiimen across the abdomen with
U.S.-supplied clubs because we
don’t want any inure Arab children hom in our country."’
Said Mary rose Asher of the
Interfaith Peace Coalition and
Intematiiiii.il Jewish Peace llnion:
"The United State has shown
imbalance in II. Middle Fast policy...the t noel States has said
nothing iii sRiel’s occupation oh
the lolan Heights."
spoke of the t lined
Asko

the pool, leasing poor \lichael 1.ee in the %safer
lit the Squalie Center Pool.

a proper sentence.
Halgooyen %% as eon% kicd sit5511
counts for illegally catching :Ind
I ransporting In salaillanders ss Ill he
on iii 4:S1101111,111 111()11:y011111 ..\111-11
145(1. lialgooy en placed them in
the 51St \biscuit’ in an cliolt to
build up the minthei of spet.-illieuts
lii this’ museum to 111.11 X Lissa trthiiig
to the memorandum
Lite iit lialgooy en’s.
\it
Iolluh lethey Boundy. is currently
serv ing ail Is month term in a led el al prison tor similar violations.
accompanied Balgoinen
RI ’U
iin the Ort:gon trip and v)as named
lit the professor as the assistant
i.tirator of the museum.
.Alischult:i wrote. "Rather than
leading hs evample to send fonh

gcliciabons Ii IS Millie biologist,
and academics committed to protecting the ens donment. t Balgooy em established culture and cli!nate where students were commit
ildlite. regardted to collecting
less ol the consequences. If any-i
one ...hind," has C known better, it
wis Ihi,

ill :111(1 his law Cr. John
51illianis. could not he reached
tor taimment.
.-11en Tucker. :issOCiale dean
the School ot Science. said. -11 lia%e
no 111101111:111011 :64,111 II .11k1 I can’t
say anything alkkil t.
The memorandum also stated
’Thomas G. lialgooy en traded
his poson ;is a factilts mendsci
Mot And bird trapper to
cloci
ad\ anise Ins careo at the e poise uI
the env nimment. lie Lidos :lied a
and
12dhiell
iolations flourished. 11
:11101k’ should have known hotel.
he should.
The memorandum :ilso stated
that Balgoinen caught and killed an
"immature" red-tailed haw k on
Fels. 5. 1987. De was pcnninoi
hold Ilk’ bird for 24 hours. II
er. Balyoo)eil :Omitted thin II
trial that he kept the bird lot st
days :ind used the bird in an "exris.
B*01

Iii addition. a wink’s.. said he saw
Balglioven kill a wit tailed hawk in
Ills 1,1fIL’e Bait,oy cii said 11L11
141111e he conk" iou st all killing a
paincuIar hawk in the past. he has
killed led -tailed hawks
Ibis count ’5 is disillissed by M.
coon. although it 51.15 IlSesi 1,
dence.

Nee /OAFS. page

Building floods again;
second time this month
lis %lam. 1rcitralie
Daily Man writer
liii Ihe set 4,11,1 thins III 1,.0 1114111111s.
litiolding has heen
plagued hy leaking sewer pipes. hut ikcoolmg to the 1:at. Mlles. Development and
opetations 1)epartment the two instances
me is Ii Mated.
on I tit...day. both the women’s resit:min
mill the t hiltheit’s labotatoty restroont thl

4

die (*CB Olmsted because of problems with
the pipeline system. Sill,, ugh there were
to iluauoi 413111ages :m(1 the pipeline has
already Iven fixed. the I’D/440 is still tel the
;dem
This prohlein o as not related to last
summer’s. %hen a sew et 1111111101C hrOke.
1111101.1114:1141 II strong gas sinell iii the
aua lasleul intuit’ than Iwo months, an SJSII
See 14.11MMI NG, page 3

A.S. urged to prevent layoffs
K Angles Klein
Daily Staff Wider
The president oh SJSI , California
Faculty Assoviation chapter urged the
Associated Students Board oh Directors
Wednesday to endorse amstilution to stop
the administratton t iutut eontracting out
custodial services ,tikl liy iiit1 oil 22 paul
link* t ush khans.
oonlit codorse
’I NOIllti hope that

4

iid \iantiel
soluiwii
pilule...it of sot ’al work tush and pre.’
dein ii the hit al CIA chaplet.
I th \ S ikuslpotted the Mailer until
Wednesday ’s meeting in order ii) gather
inure inIontlation about the reorlatioll.
w ono’ by the 22 cumotimo...
adminraration 11.1s decided not to
ielme the part-time tistodians. :mil
instead has contracted out cusuidial set

it’s iii ills ’11055 mg Omitting.. Admin
s,t
isiration. 1 hidlcs 11,0ilicad
thighs (11111. Ilall. and Ilealth Sets kes
Actottling to Ilue resolution. the ( I
and the unemployed costildiao. hi5’ bit’
the atIministiatioo is hellIg tegiesso e and
shortsighted lit its at:Liston It’t mast’ thew
oars

of,
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EDITORIAL

Schools deserve fair share
Back in 1988, when education
seemed to be a priority, the
voters of California approved
Proposition 98. Simply, it promised
California’s K -I2 and community
college systems a collective 40
percent of the state budget each year.
with fixed yearly increases for growth
and cost of living.
This year. as the California State
Legislature wrestled with the budget,
Governor Deukmejian looked to
suspend Prop. 98 to help cover the
shortfalls. Legislative democrats
fought the proposal and won, but
education took the brunt of the budget
cuts nonetheless.
The voter-approved initiative
survived, but $450 million was cut
from the K- 12 and community
college systems. With all the focus
on the cuts. Prop. 98 fell into the
shadows. That’s where it still is.
Deukmejian approved some
proposition money but at least $345
million more was "impounded." That
money cannot he spent until the
governor releases it. The bone of
contention is the yearly 4.7 percent
cost of living adjustment written into
the proposition. Deukmejian wants to
shrink these allotments. He wants to

CAMPUS VOICE

spend the money elsewhere.
The trouble is, many California
school districts are already barely
afloat in the wake of across-theboard education cuts. They
formulated their budgets counting on
all that was promised by Prop. 98.
That money could be the only chance
these districts have of making ends
meet.
But Deukmejian is calling the
shots. He holds the proposition purse
strings and semantic arguments about
what he is or isn’t doing will not
change that.
By holding and juggling the funds.
he could literally cripple schools that
have counted on their Prop. 98 shares
to pull them through.
Deukmejian opposed Prop. 98
even before it went before the
voters.
The Governor’s dislike for the
proposition though sincere, is
inappropriate. The voters decided.
They decided the schools should have
fixed funding they could count on.
It’s time to give the state’s public
schools their fair share, the share
properly mandated by Proposition 98
and the voters of California.

STEVE SHUNK

CAMPUS VOICE JUAN DE LA TORRE

Just say no to ’Black Gold’
Last week a gasoline truck crashed on
Highvv,iy 17 and spilled 4.000 gallons of
gasoline. of which 2.000-3.000 gallons
,found its way ;limo ,Carhonero Creek
.training into Santa Cruz. ’This weelettle
Kean the Exxon
’Exxon
Mediterranean rust left port to continue its
duty moving raw oil across the open seas.
I spent the summer in Valdez. Alaska.
Nlost people know Valdez as "the place
where the Oil Spill was." During a one
week period. a cruise ship "accidentally pumped a few hundred gallons of waste oil
into the harbor at Whittier (also on du.
Sound). a fishing boat ran aground tin a reef
outside the Valdez Arm (Valdez: gateway to
the Sound) and spilled a few hundred
gallons of diesel Inel and gasoline into the
Sound. and one of the Exxon Valdez -type
supertankers carrying millions of gallons of
North Slope crude to the lower 48 states
lost total power in the middle of the
shipping lane and had to he towed to an
anchorage point on the edge of the Sound.
Business as usual in the dynamic world
of "Big Oil."
We were real quick to blame Exxon for
their negligence and Captain Hazelwood for
his drunkenness, but few people really
made the i’atal ciinnection.
The
Aly-eska
Pipeline
Service
Corporation built the Mkt -mile pipeline to
efficiently move the crude pumped from
Prudhoe Bay to Valdez. from source to
transfer point.
As long as we need oil in this country. as
long as we create the demand for the
alluring Black Gold. supertankers will flow
out of Port Valdez. Santa Barbara and
Houston. and oil and gasoline spills are
going to happen.
Tuesday. the Bay Area is observing a
very special -holiday- that could help solve
the biggest problem created by our oil
addiction. Beat -the -Back-up Day will be a
chance for folks around the Bay to see what
it’s really like to get out of their cars and

r

’Tuesday, the Bay
Area is observing a
very special "holiday"
that could help solve
the biggest problem
created by our oil
addiction.’
experience alternative transportation. It is a
chance for people to experience the joy of
not dealing with parking and traffic and to
become a part of the efforts to clean up our
air and water as well as decrease our
dependence on the Black Gold,
Santa Clara County Transit buses ;111,1
light rail trains will he display ing emu%
forms for a drawing to win tree monthly
passes. two one-year passes It lice odes
around the entire hay and many other
prizes.
There is a place on campus where you
can get help in planning your alternative
commute for Beat the Back-up Day and foi
every other day. AlTrans is an Altemativc
Transportation Center located in the
Environmental Resource Center, DMII
235a. At AlTrans. students just like
yourself, who are already comfortable with
the system. arc willing to volunteer their
time to get you to try transit. Leave your
car at home and let the coach and train
operators do the driving. Jump on your
hike. Walk to school. Remember Prince
William Sound and Huntington Beach and
the Gulf of Mexico. Come visit us here in
the Center and let us help you make the
transition. The healing has to begin. Think
about it.
Sieve ShiiiiA is Ike I) 1(1 ior
Envinmmental Resminv Center

Beauty in merits, not color
In response to the letters of Maria
its (Sept. 10. "Racism at the
’inversity") and Sterling Harwood
and
"Education
(Sep.
12.
commitment") I must make the
following comments.
First. Ms. Rios says that "Student
of color organizations evist to protect
the interests of people ol color and
such rights under affirmative action. And further contends that "is hen our
basic human rights as individuals are
attacked we will demand change and
wake.- Ms. Rios statements seem
hyperbolic, that is. she primarily
contends that "allionatoe ii turn’’ is
sonlenis ol
the grand protector
color. Then. in her very nest sentence
she speaks of "basic human I ighis
Ms. Rios seems to argue that basic
human rights are protected by
a I I irmative action! "Basic human
lights.- understood in AMERICA are
those of "life, liberty and the pursuit
of happiness- as stated in the
Declaration of Independent c. Basic
human rights cannot. by definition.
he color conscious. since they address
human beings and not people of
color.
Secondly. to argue that the
university lacks commitment to
students of color is again an
overstatement. San Jose Stale
University has. to the best of my
knowledge. given students with
historical disadvantage (i.e.. incomet.
low SAT scores and deficiecies in
college prep courses the chance to he
admitted to the university through
particular admission programs.
However, regardless of how much
these programs attempt to empiover
the student with the necessary skills

‘... all %y)u’d
rather be judged
by the content of
their character
rather than the
color of their skin
or gender’
to succeed in college. the ultimate
(lei ision is left to the student. to
:wines L. or not to achieve. To merely
define commitment, or any lack
SJSI ; . based on
thereof by
affirmative action is misleading and
I wile. The adtninistration or the
community of Si St ,annot and
should not he "Itirced to make
commitments based merely tin the
color of a persons skin.
As for Dr. Ilarw tutu ’s comment
regarding allow:no c action. he has
obviously missed Thomas Sowell’,
recent artic le on the subject cif
conunitment by students rather than
the university. In short. Dr. Sowell
says that. "today, on too many
campuses. there are too many people
offering too many excuses and too
many cop outs for minority students."
Rather, he suggests that these
students either shape up or ship (nu’
Also. Dr. Harwood must know
about Justice Clarence Thomas, who
argues that racial classifications or
quotas even lin "benign purposes"
have no legitimate role iii play in a
constitutional democracy. Justice

Thomas. like \lartin Luther King
before him. slam..., King’s dream that
someday all American’s -will be
judged on the content 1)1 their
character and not by the color of their
skin."
As for 1)r. Harwood*. attack On
former President Reagan and
President cop-out retreat iron]
affirmative action. this is simply not
true. During the Rcae iii and Bush
%CAN. mite ’United Stales his ...COI the
(it st ii ttmm.’mi SlIpterne UM111
hrsi hialk man to become the
Chairman ot the Joint chiefs (a stall
and a Ilispanic Democrat become the
Secretary ol Filmdom).
Yet. I understand the problem
some people have w ith the
alorementioned names, and that is. :all
%mild rather he Judged hy the content
oh thetik 11:11-.100 I;1111er than the color
ol then skin Iii gel dci
In closing. I would like to leave
Ms. Rios and Dr. Harwood with a
dissenting climment made by Justice
Harlan in Plessy vs. Fergusiin:
’In view of the constitution, in the
eye 01 the law, there is in this count’,
no superior. dominant, ruling class oI
c owns there is no caste here. Our
Constitution is color-blind, and
neither knows nor tolerates classes
among citizens. In respect of civ ii
rights, all citizens are equal ltd time
the law. The humblest is the peer ol
the most powerful. The law regards
man as man, and takes no iii tint
his surroundings or 01 his 0101 ii lien
his CRil rights as gum :mice(’ by the
supreme law of the land are
ins oked.
Oil 1111
Pii/mi of ’it iii? t theem
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Gulf: Big business is the
Frain page I
dle East really threaten our freedom
in the U.S.? I think not. Perhaps our
way of life is threatened, if only our
ability to buy cheap gas is in jeopardy."
But Asher said: "The increased
prices we are experiencing are not a
result of the Middle-East crisis, but
of price-gouging by American oil
companies...Who is really threatening our way of life more: Iraq or
American oil companies?" Peter
Buch, an activist for the rights of
Palestinians compared American
action in the Middle East to past
military actions: "Bush wants to
teach the principles of democracy
and sovereignty to the Middle East
as Reagan taught it to Grenada and
Nixon and Johnson taught it to
Vietnam.-

Said Trujillo: "There is only one
right thing for the U.S. to do in the
Middle East: Get out."
Don Wilkinson, a former Navy
SEAL who had served part of his
tour in the Middle East was the last
speaker. Wilkinson said that he and
the San Jose Peace Center would
offer "draft -counseling- to young
people who did not want to go to
fight in the Middle East.
The audience at the evening discussion was mostly polite and
cheered each speaker but was not
unified in its reaction to the speakers’ messages.
Oscar Vera, a senior physics
major. said during the question and-answer period after the speeches that he was disappointed that no
one who is currently living in the
Middle East was represented

some claim

issue,

Luitone the

very one-sided.- Vera
said. "Anything like this needs to
involve all sides." Vera said that he
has not heard enough different
points of view on the Middle East
crisis to feel qualified to form an
opinion on it.
Linda Seeley. who is not an
SJSU student, said that the speakers
were sometimes "simplistic".
"I’ve lived for a long time
through a lot of political rhetoric."
Seeley said. "I don’t want to see the
anti -military establishment blinded
by it. I don’t think this is an
opportunity that has been faced
before."
Shishir Thadani, a native of India
who also is not an SJSU student.
said that too much of the discussion
was judgmental of Middle Eastern
"It was

IS cioniclits.
"I’m very sensitive to people
the West trying to decide for people
in the Third World what is or isn’t
just. what is or isn’t right and who
is or isn’t a good leader,- he said.
Tom Tomasko, one of the organizers of the event, said that despite
polls that say that 75 percent of
Americans support the military
build-up. mobilization against it is
going well.
"I think that the very fact that 25
percent of the people are opposed
to it before the war begins (is
good)." Tomsk said. "At the
beginning of Vietnam. the anti-war
movement was very small and
nobody listened to them. There just
isn’t a wave of war enthusiasm as
there was at the beginnings of Vietnam and World War II."

A.S.: Custodians want better management

Nikki Hag

, c.tatt photographer

Bikes locked in unauthorized locations, like this one, could be
impounded if the 119) continues to enforce the hike policy.

Bikes: $5 fine assessed
I ram page 1
A S5 line is charged to the oss nels of impounded tiny viles before
they can have their Ivicv vies back.
The policy was issued us S.ISI
President Gail Fullerton in liety uarv. and it stated that it would not
go into effect "until appropriate
signs are posted and sufficient bicv vile licks are provided.Sialev said bicycles not parked in
1,tviks -present a significant liazaid
II, !It’ll sighted people" and block

Casalegno said that thvii,.
enough racks on vampus. "1 suall
there cs ito room and you have to
lock it to a tree or light post.’’
Casalegno said she had her hicv de impounded for being illegally
parked last SLIM:SWF.
’Thes (10111 e% en bother to leave
a note or something. I thought
someone stole my bike." she said.
Ialoney said it amild he
impractical to lease an advisement
Iliac
v. le has been impounded.

Fimbres and said the 22 custodian, are also concerned about the
impact the contracting out will have

From page I
ellICI uniscisuls
taged
employment:.
Fimbres was asked by Gina
Sutherst. A.S. director of student
services, what percentage of the
total SJSU custodial staff the 22
represented.
Facing Sutherst. Fimbres asked
her if she meant that the 22 were
too few to have an impact. Sutherst
tentatively agreed. to which Fimbres replied. "unless you’re one of
the 22.’
The custodians are "predominantly minorities and heads of families who need the positions most,
Fimbres said.
The laid -off custodians believe
the resolution is discriminatory
because their replacements will be
paid much less than regular
employees.
"Since most custodians are from
minority groups. the effect of contracting out will he discriminatory:*
the resolution stated.

The custodians see the administration’s decision as "an inability to
effectively administrate and a lack
of leadership" in the community
and on campus.
"It represents an erosion," Fimbres said. "to let people go and
bring in other people to work for
areas where toxic materials are han- less a ith no benefits."
To Fimbres’ dismay. Humboldt
dled, and even areas where medicaon the security of the the affected
buildings. The resolution declares
their concern of having "low -paid.
high turnover-, people have access
to areas including "computer labs,
administrative and faculty offices,

Flooding: Pipes and roots clash,
causing problems for plumbing
his is a result of the draught.
lice roots :Ire looking for water and
they %%ill go au.s where to find it. Caton said.
Bo! it seems that even without
the damage caused by the us Its, the
pipeline itself is not iii goxl shape.
I he pipeline is very old.- said
,I 1)1111111\1 is iii 1-1V0
Iti.
-*I

State University has started to contract out to community college
instructors to save money. He fears
contracting out could become a
common device to cut costs in the
California State University system,
putting previously stable jobs in
danger.
"We want to make sure this
doesn’t happen here, or throughout
the CSU system.- Fimbres said.

YOUR SCIENCE OR ENGINEERING
DEGREE GETS A TECHNOLOGICAL
EDGE WITH AIR FORCE ROTC.

ii

I. ram pag,
technician
-1-he prohlcin
roots from the vegetation around
the building going into the main
55 Wet l" said Boh Carom a technician for the department of nutriare
tion and 1111)(1 Science.
Ilie pipes. so it stops
211,
hi ii liii III Ill 1 ii IIP lilt \\ AS II

tions are dispensed.-

We have been using the row mowing snake, a metal hose that
goes into the pipeline and hooks the
roots." he said.
Jones added that because of the
extension of the line it is difficult to
find he esaet area of damage.
Jones said that a video camera
might he 10% erect into the pipe io
Is-hpic,11111,1.,o. look I! ,r (1.1,11,1!2e

When you graduate, you can move your scientific or
engineering career into the realm of lasers, satellites...
a whole range of different technologies that your peers
will never see.
First step: Air Force ROTC -a bright idea for sharp.
minded college students.
You may qualify for two- through four-year scholarships that go a long way toward covering the costs of
higher education. Plus, you’ll receive $100 each academic month for living expenses.
And when you graduate, your commission as an
Air Force officer means you can take your professional
degree into an environment like no other in the world with technologies brought to bear on the most important job in the world: national defense.
If your mind is on science or engineering, give some
serious thought to Air Force ROTC, now. Call

CAPT HUMPHREY
(408) 924-2960
A.ri Elm

Mr..//..21/4m1

aPuniowsin gay lErWIIP
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Leadership Excellence Starts Here

COME SEE US & SEE THE WORLD
A PLACE TO MEET, TO GATHER,
TO LEARN ART FROM
DIFFERENT CULTURES
INTERNATIONAL MAGAZINES
& NEWSPAPERS

.

WENING FALL 1990

We don’t just cut
your hair...

Hey! Get Involved.
There are over 40 committees on campus for you,
and here are just some of them:

FORMERLY PACIFICA ROOM
Student Union - Third Floor
Available
.fcVIMlas:nl

Academic Fairness Committee
Academic Freedom & Professional
Ethics Committee
Board of General Studies
Budget Review Committee
Campus Opinion Poll Committee
Campus Planning Committee
Child Care Committee
Educational Equity Advisory Board
Enrollment Advisory Committee
Graduate Studies Committee
Communication Council
Intercultural Steering Committee

For More Information
Call 924-6257

FUNDED BY AS

We’re obsessed with

TUE. SEPT. 18Th
(5114X rive-4

The Power of SJSU
Is in its Students

it!

20% OFF
for SJSU
students
077L111-5 with hair

reed%

947-8404
520 S. Second

Institutional Review BoardHuman Subjects
International Pivb.ams and
Student Committee
Library Committee
Lottery Funds Committee
Public Safety Committee
Research Committee
Retention Advisory Committee
Spartan Memorial
Spartan Shops Board of Directors
Student Union Board of Directors
Student Grievance Committee

Apply NOW. Voice your concerns, and take an active part in shaping SJSU.
To Apply, call Nicole Launder, AS Direcior of Pereonnel
924-6243
Stop by the AS Office, Third Floor Student Onion
/ ended By AssoaMel

wielcc:orirwes

COUNTED

Take A Break After Class
Open 7 Days A Week

MC 900 Ff. JESUS
.r_hzttirrmer. U ’

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT THURSDAYS FRIDAYS& SATURDAYS

SJSU
SPARTANS

Advance To( Available At

4f.W;711;;;71.17;

Rec

ound
06

E

371 So. St

21&
$5 wIBIACX CARD $05.’3 vilo OVER
Doors at 9 -Show at 10 RIA2
a SO. FIST @ Skl SALVADOR 408.298.9796

ci
ON* 4

321 South 1st Street
inrut lo

292-464S
hovtotil

2 for 1
CAPPUCCINO

tetl.?

BUS ANY I CAPPUCCINO 6, CIET A 2140
OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FREE
WITH THIS COUPON
Cannot be meanie wen other Owe
EXPIRES 10 31 90
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The one that got away

How history
remembers
presidents
WASHINGTON (AP)
ard Nixon says he has
himself to what history
about him if it can say it
sentence:

le
as
.pb ..,,,,,,w
oop...

90.7 FM KSJS
Top five lists for the week of Sept. 17

Richresigned
will sa>
in only :I

"He resigned the office."
Ile would have it otherwise, he
suggested, but he can’t budge history’s version. Presidents can write
their slogans. but not their epitaphs.

"VIC

Special to the Daily
get a hall. Pitts plays paddlehall every ’roesday and litursday het yeti) classes.
Ken Wong

Sean Pills, a sophomore majoring in Bio-psy choilogy looses his paddle vi hilt! stretching to

Disney in joint venture with Japan
BURBANK, Calif. (AP) A
$100-million joint venture between ’The Disney name is extremely well-km»vn and
Walt Disney Studios and a Japanese-backed company to produce respected in Japan.’
motion pictures was created in reRichard koffe),
sponse to complaints of foreign inins estment banker
vestment in Hollywood.
The four-year deal announced scope dharing costs and revenues with Disne
Thursday calls for Disney and InDisney and Interscope have alwas in response to complaints
terseope Communications to con- over Japanese investment in Holly- ready citliaborated on several
tribute equal sums of no less than wood.
(ilms. including "Three Men and a
$50 million each to a production
with Ted Danson, "CockUnder the agreement. the Interand marketing fund.
tail- i% ith Toni Cruise and Bette
The effort should yield about scope-Nomura partnership may Midler’s "Outrageous Fortune."
seven pictures. said Robert Con, elect to co-finance the films that
Interscope is an independent
Interscope’s chairman and presi- Interscope produces for Disney.
of motion pictures, teleSonic of the initial projects will he supplier
dent.
\ Hon shows and videocassettes.
Interscope’s contributions will selected from the 16 movies Interbe funded by Nomura Babcock & scope now has in development
Brown, the giant U.S.-Japanese
investment enterprise. Founded in
March 1988. Nomura was founded
FAST
by Nomura Securities Co.. Japan’s
Ft NDRAISING
largest securities firm, and BabPR( )GRAM
cock & Brown, a San FranciscoIf The Computer Lab
based investment banker.
$1000 in just one week.
is Full or Closed,For
Nomura will sell partnership inEam
up
to
s
1000
in
one
Term Papers,
terests to its customers in Japan in
week for your campus
order to provide all of Interscope’s
Homework,resumes,
organization.
funds for the enterprise.
& other needs ...
"We’ve found in Japan an enorPlus a chance at
FROM HOU!ThY TO
mous interest in the whole U.S.
5000 more!
communications industry." said
SEMESTER itATF S
Richard Koffey, managing director
10% student discount
This program works!
of Babcock & Brown. "The DisNo investment needed.
Computers To Go
ney name is extremely well-known
and respected in Japan."
CALL 408/746-2945
Call 1-800-932-0528
Koffey said the deal’s balanced
539 S. Murphy Sunnyvale
Ext. 50
structure with Disney and Inter-

MAC & PC
RENTALS

CREATIVE SOURCE ALBUMS
I. Erkiology Steve
Erquiaga
That
2. Wishful Thinking
Was Then
3. This is Me Emily Remler
4. Random Thoughts Don
Pullen
5. On the Other Hand
Michael Camilo

The voice of SJSU

Jimmy Carter campaigned on.
"I’ll never lie to you," but that’s
not what people remember about
him.

*If

RHYTHM WAVE SONGS
I. lceblink luck Cocteau
Twins
2. Chills The Treeclimbers
3. Relax in Lebanon Royal
Macadamians
4. StoneMan Hilt
5. Killing Time Black Sea

Gerald Ford came closer. Installed in office unelected, he went
to Congress modestly, saving:
"I’m a Ford, not a Lincoln.- Hisin agrees.
The matter ot c,ipsuli/ing presidents in a sentence came up in an
interview Nixon had with Time
magazine to coincide with the publication of his latest hook.
’Clare Boothe Luce (writer,
diplomat, wife of Time magazine’s
tounder) once said that each person
in history can he summed up in one
,entence.- said Nixon. "This was
Added Nixon: "Historians arc
more likely to lead with ’He resigned the office.’
John F. Kennedy was young, elegant and eloquent, but his presidency is summed up in one sad
fact: "Ile was shot to death in Dallas.’’

’Hotline of Doom’ offers
end of the world news
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Armageddonists. literally the last
word in skeptics, are in a state of
high excitement. Just call their hot
line and hear the worst.
"We don’t need God tit finish it
for us." warns the deep-voiced announcer on the initial message
from the Society for Secular Armageddonism.
Callers to the nev, "Hotline of
Doom" will hear a list that includes nuclear and chemical weapons proliferation, deforestation,
acid rain, rising racism, global
warming, toxic waste, AIDS.
overpopulation, complacenc.i, and
greed.
’The coming end will he a
strictly
do-it-yourself
apocaIs ow. the since sax.

The society is a collection of
about a dozen friends that put up
the money to start the voice-mail
hotline. said Michael Stone, the
society’s director and voice of
doom.
Too many people believe there
is nothing to worry about nos, that
the Cold War is over, Stone said.
Stone said the message will
change about once a month with
future recordings recommending
groups that people can join to try to
save the world.
Other projects include plans for
an Impending Doom Awareness
Week and a 1991 Global Village
Idiot Av.ard on the individual who
has s% orked the hardest to put the
world on the brink of destruction,
What, them worry.’

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they’re both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you’re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you’re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, PO. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free: 1-800-USA-ARMY, ext. 438.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

COULDN’T GET IN THE CLASSES YOU NEED?
TRY MISSION COLLEGE
These classes are open and transferrable

Category A

Category C

Category D

Oral and Written
Communication

Humanities

Social Science

Arts
Art
several art courses
Music
theory and performance
courses
PE (dance)
several courses
Letters
Humanities courses
French, Italian, Portuguese, and Spanish cultural and language
courses

History 1 7AB
Political Science 1
Anthropology 3
Geography 2
Psychology 1 and 12
Sociology 1 and 40

Speech 1
Philosophy 2
Category

B

Natural Science &

Mathematics

Anatomy & Physiology 3
Chemistry
(Science and Non Science major courses)
Math 3
(Analytic Geometry Ea
Calculus)
Math 4
(Intermediate Calculus)
Math 8
(Finite Math)
Math 10
Elementary Statistics)

EXPIORMION

DAY

Category E
Lifelong learning
Health Education 2
Nutritional Science 1 5
PE courses
Speech courses
SIS Cultural Pluralism
Requirement
Speech 12

OVER
CAREERS.
EMPLOYERS
OF
VARIETY
200 E INFORN1gION ON A
WILL PROVID

Explore

Course cost Is $5.00 per unit
Classes start week of September 10, 1990
Late registration through September 15
Add classes through September 29

UDENT
market.
ADUATE STtoday’s j ob
TO GRe
availabl in
FRESHMAN
opportunities
career

SEPTEMBER

STUDENT
UNION

19

AR

10AMID3PM
Representatives from
Business Industry.
Government, Education
Heath and Human Services

EVENT

CENTER

Mission College
3000 Mission College Blvd., Santa Clara
(at Hwy. 101 near Great America)
988-2200 x1514

MISSION
COLLEGE

SAN

,

RE T

The Event Center, SJSU
( formerly SUREC
xen,
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My Macintosh is more important to me than my car.
I lent my car to my sister. But nobody’s taking m), Macintosh.
Jason Jimerson
BA. Sociology, Earlham College
M.A. Sociology, University of Virginia
Ph.D. Candidate, Sociology, University of Chicago

"I don’t know how anybody gets through
college today without a Macintosh. Sometimes I
have so many assignments that I barely have time
for sleep.Yet my Macintosh allows me to get
my work done on timewithout making sacrifices.
Working on my dissertation and field studies
means collecting an incredible amount of information. So jumping from one program to another
with ease is imperative, as is quickly making
charts and graphs. By enabling me to do
these things, Macintosh probably saves
me an hour and a half each day.
"Another great thing about the
Macintosh is that it makes you feel

technically confident. Remember putting toys
together when you were a kid? Who reads the
directions? Nobody You look at the picture of
the bike and you know exactly what to do.
The Macintosh operates the same way. I actually
taught a friend to use one in two minutes.
What would my life be like without a Macintosh?
Scary."
Come to the
College Store Festival!
Art Quad in the Bookstore
September 17, 18, 19 & 20
from 10am - 6pm

Why do people love Macintosh?
Ask them.
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Grant to send professors to China

Gardner urges regents
to keep operating labs
The department pays LK’
about $2 billion a year for
equipment, management of the
labs and salaries for 160X) employees at the two facilities.
In November. a UC faculty
committee voted 6 to 2 to recommend that the
ties to the two facilities he terminated. Critics contended that
secret weapons research clashes
with the interests of a public
university.
Gardner suggested that. given
eased tensions with the So \
Union, the labs may incre.i.e
work on non -defense energy
projects. Unclassified research.
he said, could allow more involvement by UC faculty and
students.
Opponents of the urns ersif .
affiliation with the kit,
ceded the regents prohahls
would approve contract talks.
The Livermore lab is located
35 miles east of Oakland. Los
Alamos. where the atomic
bomb was developed, is in New
\ le mi.

OAKLAND (AP) Citing
national security interests, Uniyersity of California President
David P. Gardner said the university should continue to operate two nuclear weapons laboratories for the government.
Gardner urged the university
regents on Thursday to authowe negotiations on federal contracts to operate the Lawrence
Livermore and Los Alamos national laboratories.
Cancelling the contracts, he
said. -could place at risk laboratories that have proven to be
such significant assets to the nation’s security and its scientific
advance and
technological
men.’
The regents will decide this
eek whether to start negotiations on new 5 -year contracts to
run the laboratories.
VC has managed the government -owned Yveapons research
facilities since World War II.
The current multibillion -dollar
contracts ssith the l’.S. Department of knerp espire in 1992.

LOS ANGELES (AP)
Cali- supportive of a government that
fornia State University. North- had anything to do with student
ridge, has received a grant of deaths during a protest in June at
nearly $1 million front the Peo- Beijing’s Tiananmen Square.
But physics Professor Paul
ple’s Republic of China to boost
the quality of teaching in Chinese Chow said the university would
benefit common Chinese citiiens
rural areas,
- not the country’s leaders.
(’SUN was selected over three
-People should make a very.
other universities to receive the
Sery clear distinction between the
S965,8titi grant.
Competing schools were Ohio people and politics.- said Chow,
State University. Columbia I. ii-%%Ito helped write the grant applieaersity’s Teachers College and the tion. ..he people must he eduOntario Institute for Studies in Ed- cated. Education has no bound .
neat ion in Toronto.
Chow said more than 75 percent
Some faculty members objected
when (’SUN applied for the grant. 01 China’s 2 million junior high
say lite they did not want to appear school teachers do not have an’,

Protest against UPD planned today
A press conference and
demonstration is planned for today
racial
alleged
protest
to
harassment by the University
Police Department.
The press conference is
scheduled today at noon in the
Studies
American
African
department conference room. A
march is also scheduled to go from

Wahlquist Library Central to the
press conference area.
The event is being hosted by
students of color and faculty/staff
members of SJSU to voice
concerns regarding UPD and the
university’s responsibility to
create an educational atmosphere
for all students, according to a
press release.
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to
Irom around the world to
China to run a series of tuo- ms eek
workshops.
The sessions will he on topics
ranging from methods of teaching
physics and geography to the use
of computers fin- educational management.

college education. Some did not
tinish high school, he said.
The grant money is part of a $50
million educational loan China reed front the World Bank.
With the grant money. Chow
said. the campus’ China Institute
will recruit educational .experts

K OVI Ic * oIl U) Uk1)11111110," MN, WI h O1f11
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ioboren
Matisrlol Handlers
Assemblers
Production Vsbrkers

lecnncinns
Drafters
Designers
Engineers
Computer Operators
Accountants
Buyers

We

have full and part-time positions
and we can accommodate
fixed schedules.

TEMPORARIES
Personnel Service
Stevens Creek Blvd.
(408)241-9800

33410

SPORTS
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Defense dominates as Spartans Shea gain first win of season, 28.14
missed the game due to a knee injury and Lyneil Mayo did not make
the trip due to a personal matter.
The linebacking reserve corps.
however, took up the slack as
Charles Burnham, Mike Scialabba. and Steve Hieber each recorded five tackles and held Pacific to minus-1 yard rushing
overall. Nose tackle Bob Bleisch
led the Spartans with six tackles.
"The defense dominated the
line of scrimmage." Shea said.
"Their quarterback was on the
ground more than the hall."
Tigers coach Walt Harris agreed. "The San Jose State defense
got it done. I am sure King is battered and bruised right now."
King was a target for the Spartan
defense as Pacific used a no-huddie offense. SJSU, however, was
able to adapt after a slow start.
"After a series, we started to
settle down," said Hieber, making
his first start for SJSU. "Being the
signal caller, I felt some pressure
in the early going. But I had a lot
of help."
"We discussed it early." Burnham said. "Guys would have to
step forward. The first drive, when
they scored, that bothered us. But
then we ran some stunt plays and
nobody was picking me or the
other guys up."
On the other side, Martini said
the offense is improving but it is
still lacking some direction.

By Bryan Gold
Daily staff writer

STOCKTON - The SJSU football team was welcomed to "the
Jungle" by the University of the
Pacific Saturday night.
Still hunting for their first win
under head coach Terry Shea and
their first win of the season, the
Spartans clawed their way to 466
yards in total offense while defeating the Tigers 28-14 at Amos
Alonzo Stagg Memorial Stadium.
"It feels great." Shea said.
"You only get this once in your
lifetime. The players have worked
hard for the win and I was pleased
with the way we moved the ball."
SJSU (1-1-1 overall, 1-0 in the
Big West Conference) moved the
ball 57 yards for a score on its second drive of the game. Quarterhack Ralph Martini threw to
split end Byron Jackson for a fiveyard touchdown and a 7-0 lead.
"We were taking what they
were giving us," said Martini,
who completed 27 of 43 passes for
314 yards and a touchdown,
The Spartans were also giving as
Pacific scored on the following
drive. UOP quarterback Kris King.
who started for the injured Troy
Kopp, completed a 30-yard pass to
wide receiver Aaron Turner, who
ran into the end zone to tie the
score at 7-7.
SJSU played without its top two
linebackers. Ex crelt Lampkins

C

ng
he

n-

"I think we are among the best
in the nation in moving the hall between the thirties. But we have to
he more intense inside the 30-yard
line."
SJSU tailback Sheldon Canley
took some of the pressure off Martini by rushing for 110 yards on 31
carries and two touchdowns. Canley scored on a seven-yard run in
the second quarter to give SJSU a
14-7 lead.
"We started off a little flat, but
after the first touchdown, we simmered down." Canley said.
The Spartans simmered until the
fourth quarter when fullback
Maceo Barbosa culminated an 80yard drive with a I5-yard touchdown run around the left side. Barbosa finished the night with 36
yards on six carries and the one
touchdown, his first as a Spartan.
SJSU also scored tin its next
possession. After cornerback Paul
Franklin intercepted a pass from
King. the Spartans drove 45 yards
in six plays. Canley, who gained
30 yards on the drive, scored on a
six-yard run up the middle with
5:38 remaining in the game.
The Tigers (1-2. 0-1) ended the
scoring with a 28 -yard touchdown
pass from King to Melvin Johnson
with 27 seconds left left to play.
King ended up completing 19
passes in 37 attempts for 282
.irrl

Linebackers excel despite losing Mayo, Lampkins
Meanwhile.

By Bill Williamson
ST(X_XTON -It there’s an
area of the SJSU football team that
exemplifies the Spartans dedication and power it would have to be
their linebacking corps.
The position features three possible All-Big West Conference
players in Everett Lampkins, Lymil Mayo and Mike Scialabba.
Before Saturday’s game the Spartans had the 21st best defense statisticallv in the country.
The depth of the position was
displayed, and needfully so. in
Saturday night’s 28-14 victory at
the University of the Pacific. The
Spartans.were witiuxut both Lampkins and Mayo.
Larnpk ins. who had surgery to
repair cartilage damage on Thursday, said he will be out at least
three more games.

Kevin Squires - Daily staff photographer

Sheldon Canley follmss the block of Nick Trammer (61) in SJSUs 28-14 win Saturday.
PASSING - SJSU Martini 27-43-0-314 Jordan 12-0-15 Pacific King 19-37-0-282
RECEIVING - SJSU Charlton 6-81 Blackmon 463 Caney 4-45 Brooks 4-38 Blakes 4-31 Boned 231 Jackson 2-24 Barbosa 2-16 Pacific. Johnson ft
99 Turner 4-78 Hobbs 3-20 Meza 229 Fisher 1.1e
Chapman 1-13 Edwards 1-6 Williams 1- 1
PUNTING - SJSU Negrey 7-37 Pacific NOTTIDeCk

Spartan Slats
SJSU

7
7

7
0

0 14 - 28
0 7.- 1,01

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS

RUSHING - SJSU Caney 31-110 Barbosa 6-36
Martini 74-231 Vargas 1-13 Brooks 1-4 Jordan 1-1-31
Pacific Fisher 4-2 Williams 2-13 Hobbs 2-2 Johnson
1-0 King 12-118(

11-40

RETURNS - SJSU Cohn 7-83 Caney 1-15 Scialama 1-14 Wu 1-8 Pacific Chapman 4-58 Hobbs 237 Reeves 1-10 Edwards I.’

FIELD GOALS - SJSU none Pacific none
TACKLES (unassisted 8 assisted
Or morel SJSU Bliesch 6 Collar 5 Scelabba 5 Heber 5 Vaeili
5 Burnham 5 Pacific K Johnson 15 Calhoun 13 Papazen 13 Aragon 11 Reeves 8 Hams 6, P. Miller 6.
B Miller 5 Russell 5. Hoangen 5
SACKS - SJSU. A Washington 1 Heber 1 Vaoifi
1 Burnham 1 Pacific K Johnson 1 Brady 1
FUMBLES RECOVERED - SJSU Heber 1 Pacific Bengtson 1
INTERCEPTIONS - SJSU Franklin I
ATTENDANCE -8645

Map,

vi.a,

ii

hi:mg

and

I

merits. Steve Heiber and Charles
Burnham. combined for a total of
10 tackles and two sacks. Burnham
said the defense had little trouble
dealing with the absence of the two
star linebackers.
"It was a little scary playing
without those two guys at first."
he said. "Rut somebody had to
step in and take their place."
Although, the team performed
up to par without hint. Lampkins
said it was a difficult experience
being on the sideline tv Mt crutches
supporting him instead of shoulder
pads.
"It hit me hard during warmups
when I realzied I wasn’t going to
he out there," he said.
Lampkins said he is shooting for
an October 13 comeback against
George Allen-coached Long Beach
State.

held in Santa Clara County Jail on
a domestic violence charge.
according to a jail spokeswoman.
He was arrested early Friday morning.
"We all love Lyneil. and are
concerned about him, but other
than that I have no comment,"
nose guard Bob Bleisch said.
Without the team’s two emotional leaders. the Spartans were in
danger of losing their defensive
focus against the Tigers. But it
never happened.
The linebackers continued their
mauling habits, holding UOP to
minus-one yard rushing.
"We all knew what we had to
do without Everett and Lyneil in
there," Scialabba said. "We’ve
got good players on this linehacking team. That’s what makes us
good-we have depth.

Daily staff writer
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Soccer suffers its
fourth loss of year Brennan

P1

By Steve Helmer
’I think we dominated
Daily staff writer
HAYWARD
The Spartan
team suffered another close the first half Once they
loss. 3-2. to the Hayward State Pi- scored we lost
oneers Thursday afternoon.
SJSU’s record fell to 1-4 with everything.’
the loss to last year’s NCAA Divi)e n n SdOttO,
sion II West Regional Champions.
Spar
tan midfielder
who improved their season record
to 24.
W’elsh and goalkeeper Kevin
Raak. Hayward State forward
Sunday the Spartans played Robert Young was there to kick it
Cleveland State. hut results were in and give Hayward a 2-1 lead.
unavailable at press time.
But the Pioneers, particularly
Nine minutes into Thursday’s Young. weren’t finished yet.
game against Hayward State.
After a shot at the goal. Young
things were looking good for beat Jean-Paul Vessel, who had reSJSU. On a corner kick,
placed Raak as the Spartans goalfielder Michael Baker hit an unas- keeper. to the hall and put it in the
sisted in -swinger over Pioneer net, making the score 3-1.
goalkeeper Greg Herrick. The
The Spartans did manage to
Spartans led I-0.
score again hefi)re the game ended.
With less than three minutes to
SJSU held the lead until Hay- go. forward Raul Hernandez
ward State scored with thirty sec- picked up a loose ball and rocketed
onds left in the first half.
it past Herrick for the score. But it
On a cross-corner kick from de- fAasn’t enough.
fender Erik Boherg. tOrward Matt
"We lost the game mentally,"
Martell headed the hall through Sciotto said. "Physically we can
two Spartan defenders, tying the play . We
need to take every match
score at (me goal a piece at halfas the last match. We just didn’t
time.
play well."
Spartan coach Gary St. Clair
"I think we dominated the first was so upset with his teams’ perhalf," Spartan midfielder Dennis formance that he refused to comSciow said. "Once they scored ment about the game. Forward Mithe pal. we lost everything. chael Arzabal would speak.
We’re not offering choices. Our
"We’re so much better than
defense tightened up and we them in every aspect of the game."
v.eren’t clicking as a team."
Arzahal said. "We sank to their
Once the second half started. it leyel."
was all over for the Spartans.
The Pioneers looked at the outLess than ten minutes into the come a little differently.
second half. Hayward State pulled
"We heat them by never giving
ahead for good. Pioneer forward up." said Young. who scored two
Juan Willis’ cross left-to-right goals fin. Hayward. "They scored
went It Spartan defender Sean first and we fought hard.’

plans to
stabilize
athletics

By Hill Williamson
Daily staff writer
SJSU has changed athletic
directors more times than Al
Davis changed his mind in the
past 12 years.
The revolving A.D. dom
opened again Friday when the
university introduced Thomas
Brennan as the eighth athletic
director at SJSU since 1978.
Brennan said he plans to put
some stability in the beleaguered Spartan athletic program.
"I am here now." Brennan
said. ’’I’m not into moving
around. I am interested in involving myself with the uniersit), and the San Jose columnnity.’ Brennan said.
"I feel good to it achieve a
goal that I strived for.’
Brennan replaces the latest
SJSU escapee. Randy Hoffman. who resigned from the
post on June 4 after spending
three years as SJSU’s athletic
directiv.
Brennan. 3 8. will begin his
work here on October I . Ile
id., college. (if
conies from
Maryland. where he v. as the
athletic director. Ile previoti*
worked in the athletic administration departments at the
versity of New Nicsico and

Kevin Si;

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student faculty
and staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom. Wahlquist Library North
Room 104. and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. (Leffers
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center)

ART DEPARTMENT: Gallery shows. 9
a.m -4 p.m., Art Building. call 924-4330
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Women s Spirituality, initial meeting to determine interest in
an on -going group. 4 p.m S U. Almaden
Room call 298-0204
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Career Resource Center tour
Business Classrooms Room 13. call 924.
6030: ’Co-op. The Finishing Touches.. 2
p m.. S U Almaden Room. call 924-6048
PRE-MED CLUB: First meeting. 1.30 p m
Duncan Hall Room 345.
LESBIAN, GAY AND BISEXUAL ALLIANCE: Meeting. 4.30-6:30 p.m S.U. Costanoan Room. call 236-2002
TAE KWON DO CLUB: Pradice, 2-30-4:30
p.m Spadan Complex Room 202. call 9293341
CLARK LIBRARY TOURS: 11 30 a m and
2 30 p.m.. meet at the first floor display
case. call 924-2810.
SKI Cl.US: First meeting. 8 p m . Spartan
Memorial Chapel. call 462-5717
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT: Seminar. -Defects in Amorphous Silicon and the Photovoltaic Application. 1.30 p m., Science
Building Room 251 call 924-5244.
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION: Group advisement session for people interested in teaching secondary school. 3-5 p.m.. Business
Classroom Room 212, call 924-3608
MUSLIM STUDENTS ASSOCIATION:
Meeting. 12-1 pm SU Guadalupe Room
call 297-0266
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Meeeng. 7
pm.AS chambers in S U call 286-0512
DELTA SIGMA PHI: Social fraternity s ice
cream social for interested students. 6 p m
497 S. Sixth St . call 288-5218
CI41 PI SIGMA: Pledge initiation, 6 p m.,
spartan Mammal Chapel call 009-9113
TUESDAY
CLARK LIBRARY TOURS: 11 30 a m and
1 30 p m meet at the first floor display
casP call 924,2810
CHINESE ENGINEERING STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Firs! meeting 1 30 pm SU
Associated Student Chambers call 7251362
MUSLIM STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: Congregational prayers 1 20 p m Islamic Center 325 N Third St call 947.9389
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Resume critique. 12 30-2 pm SU Almaden Room call 924-6030
AKBAYAN CLUB: Pizza night. 7 30 p m ,
Pizza Hut at Tully and King roads. call 9478740
CHINESE ENGINEERING STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION: First general meeting 1 30
pm AS chambers in S U call 725-1362
CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP:
Radicai Reality weekly worship service
and Bible study 7 30 p m . Duncan Halt
Room 135 call 948-0822
A.S. LEISURE SERVICES: Last day to sign
up for It s Hue. 9 am -430 pm.AS Business Office in S U rail 924 5961

;

Daiiy stall photographer

Thomas Brennan, the fies athletic director
Brennan, from Loyola College of Nlar)lantl.
for SJSU, held a press conference Friday.
will arrive at SJSU on Oct. I.
dress. Two of the more
fendence figures of the Spartan
Syracuse.
pressing issues arc regaining
Brennan helped Loyola proteams. Fhe Spartan football
gress as a Division 1 program.
team :1%cl-filled 9,000
the fractured fan base stemwhile tlie basketball team
But he also realizes that Loyola
ming from the Hoffman era.
and SJSU are two different
aged 2.500 fans last year.
and generating revenue for the
schools and their needs also
finacially strapped athletic pro"’the toothall team is a proddiffer.
gram.
uct that is in good hands."
Brennan said "It appears that
"There are only a handful of
Loyola is a Jesuit school
things are going to work out
schMs that make the big
\kith 3010 students. The
this season.
money." S.’S(’ President Gail
school has 14 inter-collegiate
Fullerton said. "Last year we
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TakeYour Transit
Once aWeek.

And Save More
Than Money.
Taking transit once a week isn’t just good for
your wallet. It’s good for your world.
Think about it. If everyone took the bus or
light rail to work just one day a week, we’d
reduce the amount of cars on the road-and
the pollutants they emit-by 20%. Overnight.

And wouldn’t that be a breath of fresh air.
For free trip planning call: 408/287-4210. In
Palo Alto: 415/965-3100. In South County:
408/683-4151. Teleprinter for the hearing
impaired: 408/299-4848.

a Santa Clara County Transportation Agency

